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 3 
Introduction 
Alan Dundes is well-known for his description of folklore as a “mirror of culture,” 
by which he means that the stories a society tells itself often reflect its collective fears, 
desires, and anxieties. Jane Eyre adaptations function in the same way by taking Brontë’s 
original story and adapting it to the current cultural climate, and, with so many 
interpretations over decades, we can extrapolate information about the producers and 
consumers from each new version. To this end, the films can be placed on a historical 
timeline, creating a narrative which illuminates the cultures or time periods in which each 
film was produced. 
I primarily trace the evolution of character interpretation—with some attention to 
cinematography—by categorizing the films into three loose categories, beginning with 
Stevenson’s 1943 version and culminating with Fukanaga’s adaptation released in 2011. 
The cinematography timeline moves from the aesthetic coldness of Gothic/film noir to 
the lush landscapes and warm colors invoked with the surge of period pieces in late 
twentieth century. With regard to character, I explore how features such as casting, 
personality, and character development contribute to the overall focus of the films. These 
two elements point to my primary argument: that the development of feminism has 
influenced the film interpretations of Jane Eyre, taking the narrative from a plot-based 
romance towards a character-driven tale of Jane’s personal growth. 
The chart below (Table 1) shows the adaptations covered within this essay 
indicating where I chose to separate them into categories: 
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Table 1: Jane Eyre Adaptations Referenced 
Early 1943, Directed by Robert Stevenson. 97 minutes. 
Feature Film.  
Middle 1970, Directed by Delbert Mann. 120 minutes. 
Feature Film.  
1983, Directed by Julian Charles Becket 
Amyes. 239 minutes. TV Series.  
Late 2006, Directed by Susanna White. 240 minutes. 
TV series. 
2011, Directed by Cary Fukunaga. 120 minutes. 
Feature Film 
 
 
In the 1943 adaptation, the cinematography contributes to the overall plot and 
aesthetic of the Gothic romance, heightening the thrill of the story above importance in 
character. At the same time, character portrayals of Bertha, Jane, and Rochester are reduced 
to Gothic archetypes. After movements such as post-colonialism and second-wave 
feminism change the cultural climate, the 1970 and 1983 films have a different aesthetic 
of gentler landscapes and more daylight, and the characters start to regain their 
complexities. Jane demands equality, Bertha becomes humanized, and Rochester is shown 
to be vulnerable. Though perhaps not a perfect arch, I believe that the 2006 and 2011 films 
move toward a true bildungsroman featuring the title character, Jane Eyre, above her 
romantic partner by successfully emphasizing her financial and emotional independence 
apart from Rochester. 
1943 Jane Eyre 
 
Stevenson’s 1943 adaptation of Jane Eyre falls into the genre of Gothic/film noir, 
and it both emphasizes the Gothic elements that were inherent to Brontë’s prose and 
incorporates cinematography to underscore and intensify those elements. While the novel 
has an undeniably Gothic feel from the threat of the supernatural to the description of 
Thornfield, the 1943 film draws out the Gothic and exaggerates it, heightening  
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the mystery and horror in service to the genre. I will divide my discussion of this film 
into two parts, first by exploring the simplification of the characters into gothic 
archetypes and second by exploring the Gothic cinematography itself coupled with plot 
decisions—such as the omission of the Miss Temple character—that together amp up the 
Gothic. Reducing the characters to archetypes to fit the genre allows the love story to 
take precedence without the complexities that arise in the novel, and the character of 
Rochester completely overshadows Jane as a result. From this treatment of the text in 
creating the film—both in terms of what has been done to the characters and the mystery 
and allure created by the Gothic cinematography—we may reveal the desires and 
attitudes of a 1940’s society situated before modern feminism. 
When Lisa Hopkins describes the Gothic in the introduction to her book, 
Screening the Gothic, she writes “Often set in ancient, partially ruined castles or 
mansions haunted by the real or apparent threat of a supernatural presence, its cast of 
characters typically includes a mysterious and threatening man, a vulnerable heroine, and 
a character who is poised ambiguously between the good and evil” (6). Each archetype is 
accounted for in some form in Jane Eyre, but in the Stevenson film, it is as though their 
complexities have been erased to better fit the Gothic mold. For example, Rochester’s 
character is the epitome of the tortured Byronic hero, with a domineering and 
overpowering personality. Jane’s character loses her independence—both financially and 
emotionally—as well as any sense of equality she might have shared with Rochester. She 
is transformed into a meek, vulnerable, and innocent heroine. The lack of complex 
characters allows for a spotlight on the romance between Jane and Rochester. As Paisley 
Mann suggests, both character interpretations are representative of the attitudes and 
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desires of a culture in which the women who had experienced freedom in agency outside 
the household sphere during the second world war were being ushered back into their 
previous roles. 
The Stevenson film has entirely stripped away the nuances of Bertha Mason’s 
character. The audience never fully sees her figure; instead, she is reduced to shrieks in 
the night and a grotesque silhouette, effectively sacrificing her role in the story to become 
the trademark Gothic monster intended to thrill and horrify. These decisions allow the 
film to cast aside the ambiguity surrounding Bertha Mason—and consequently 
Rochester—that is present in the novel. If Bertha is genuinely a monster, then the 
audience need not dwell on whether or not Rochester is morally culpable for locking her 
in the attic since he brought her to England. The love story becomes simpler as a result, 
because removing these complications allows viewers to buy into the romance without 
reservation on Bertha’s account. 
Another result of simplifying Bertha’s character is that Orson Welles can be 
everything rough and hardened that Brontë wrote into Rochester with little of what 
Paisley Mann describes as “his sensitive side” (152). Mann writes about these two 
characters in her article “Rochester and Bertha in Film and Television,” describing them 
as “inextricably linked.” Rochester and his first wife seem to exist on a sliding spectrum. 
If Bertha is humanized, then Rochester must be kind to her, requiring a gentleness in his 
character. Man goes on to say: “in order for a modern audience to accept Rochester as a 
suitable partner for the heroine, he must be sufficiently caring and concerned for Bertha’s 
well-being yet still retain the gruff exterior of Charlotte Brontë’s Rochester” (153). She is 
writing about recent adaptations in which Bertha is portrayed more sympathetically, but 
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in the 1943 film, Rochester does not need to be sympathetic when his first wife is even 
more monstrous than the novel version. The scene where the wedding party is introduced 
to Bertha is crucial in every adaptation, and the difference between the novel and the film 
in this situation illustrates the demonizing effect rendered on the original Mrs. Rochester. 
Bertha immediately attacks Rochester in both film and movie. Jane, as the narrator in the 
novel, takes care to say: “He could have settled her with a well-planted blow; but he 
would not strike: he would only wrestle” (560). This observation indicates that Jane 
noticed some gentleness in Rochester’s dealing with Bertha, and the reader might 
interpret how gentle or rough the wrestling was. In the film, Bertha grabs his throat, and 
he steps into her chamber going off-screen. The viewers do not see the struggle of 
restraining her, but they can hear her hoarse yells and the clatter of chains. 
Paisley Mann weighs in on a similar point regarding the depiction of Rochester as 
gentle, writing: “Because it was produced prior to second-wave feminism, Robert 
Stevenson’s 1943 film version of Jane Eyre avoids these contemporary problems 
associated with adapting the novel; it is able to portray an overtly masculine hero without 
the need to show him as sensitive and caring” (154). Welles is acclaimed for dominating 
the screen in Stevenson’s version, living up to the tortured, brooding, and almost 
dangerous Byronic heroes that characterize Gothic films and novels. 
I would like to add Jane’s character as another variable to the sliding spectrum 
established by Mann and Hopkins, arguing that all three character portrayals are linked in 
this system of give-and-take whereby one character’s interpretation affects the others. 
With Welles as the dominant and authoritative presence that he is, Jane is left to be the 
meek, quietly beautiful character Joan Fontaine delivers in this adaptation. Both Lisa 
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Hopkins and Paisley Mann lean towards a description of the 1943 film as indicative of a 
culture that places women in a subservient role to men, and many markers of equality 
that were present in the novel are notably absent. The tenor of Jane’s interactions with 
Rochester are altered from when they first encounter one another on the dark lane up 
until their final reunion, and with the omission of the Marsh End section, Jane also loses 
the financial independence she acquires in the novel as well as her search for self- 
satisfaction outside of romance. Instead of a fully developed main heroine created by an 
author intent on defying convention, we get a watered-down version of Jane who fits into 
the “vulnerable” heroine Gothic archetype. 
Rochester and Jane’s first chance meeting on the lane is often described as a 
metaphor for the equality in their relationship. In the text, Brontë describes Rochester as 
unable to put weight on his foot after his fall, requiring Jane to first attempt to bring him 
his horse, and, when this fails, to finally offer her body as a crutch. Rochester needs Jane 
here, and Jane’s internal monologue suggests she holds this power over him where she 
can give the assistance he needs but may or may not. Brontë’s Jane writes: “I was in the 
mood for being useful, or at least officious, I think, for I now drew near him again” (214). 
This statement suggests that Rochester is fortunate that she is disposed to being helpful, 
and the aid he needs from her affords her some level of equality by exposing his 
vulnerability. In contrast, Welles-as-Rochester in the same scene powerfully rises to his 
feet to domineer over Jane before striding to his horse seemingly unaffected by the fall. 
Her usefulness here is manifested only when he commands her to hand him his crop, a 
need he has because of his own absentmindedness in forgetting to pick it up rather than a 
sincere need out of injury. 
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At the conclusion of the novel—after Rochester has lost his sight and use of one 
arm— his dependence on his caretakers and the overall weakening of his body depicts a 
sharp disparity from the authoritative and strong Rochester readers remember from 
before Jane left Thornfield. Brontë writes: “This parlour looked gloomy: a neglected 
handful of fire burnt low in the grate; and, leaning over it, with his head supported against 
the high, old-fashioned mantelpiece, appeared the blind tenant of the room. His old dog, 
Pilot, lay on one side, removed out of the way, and coiled up as if afraid of being 
inadvertently trodden upon” (830). That description paints him as an invalid, withdrawn 
to Ferndean to exist in gloomy dependence. When Jane returns, he considers the 
possibility that he might be content depending on her when he says: “Hitherto I have 
hated to have help—to be led: henceforth, I feel I shall hate it no more. I did not like to 
put my hand into a hireling’s, but it is pleasant to feel it circled by Jane’s little fingers. I 
preferred utter loneliness to the constant attendance of servants; but Jane’s soft ministry 
will be a perpetual joy” (Brontë, 854). Rochester has a need for Jane that he is even able 
to articulate. While modern readers may not be satisfied with equality manifested in this 
way, it is certainly sufficient for Jane, as she responds: “I love you better now, when I can 
really be useful to you, than I did in your state of proud independence” (854). 
Jane and Rochester in the novel gain a new sense of equality by the end of the 
narrative, and they reach a point where they both compliment and benefit one another. 
Even while she was engaged to him, Jane was overwhelmed by Rochester’s character, the 
dresses and jewels, and the new life she would have to lead. He wanted to give her 
everything, like when he proposed traveling the world by saying “all the ground I have 
wandered over shall be re-trodden by you” (Brontë, 495). Rochester’s language shows 
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that he wanted to bring her to all the places he had been, as though she were in his 
shadow. As he becomes blind and lame, their roles switch and she leads him. She can 
settle into the comfort of being a wife and caretaker, filling that role, rather than the wife 
of the old Mr. Rochester, which she wasn’t comfortable with. It might not sound like true 
equality to the 21st-century reader, but they are able to work out an arrangement where 
she can retain her autonomy and identity. 
 
Jane and Rochester’s reunion in the 1943 film is without all these markers of 
equality. Jane returns to Rochester surrounded by the destruction of his manor at 
Thornfield, walking without being led, still full of vitality despite his blindness. His 
position standing, compared to leaning his head against the armchair for support, is an apt 
illustration of the different effects rendered on these two versions of Rochester by the 
tragedies surrounding Bertha’s death. The setting is a marker of the Gothic nature of the 
film, as the heroine returns to meet the Byronic hero in the ruins of his home rather in the 
forlorn domesticity of Ferndean. There is no sense that the tortured hero has been 
weakened to any real degree, besides losing his sight and having to use a cane, and even 
so, the audience does not see any measure of dependency, such as needing to be waited 
on or led around. This Rochester does not need Jane in the same way—just as he did not 
need her when he fell from his horse in their first encounter—and these decisions 
preserve the strength of the Gothic hero at the expense of the complexities of both 
characters. 
Jane Eyre traces the title character’s life from childhood through maturation, 
culminating with an independent woman who proclaims “Reader, I married him.” She 
uses active language rather than “he married me,” or “I was married.” More than 
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Rochester’s development and physical debasement, it is most important that Jane returns 
to him after their separation with both financial and emotional independence. By the 
omission of the Marsh End section in the 1943 film, Jane’s character has no room to 
undergo these developments which so drastically change the status of her relationship to 
Rochester when they are reunited. Just as Rochester remains the Byronic hero, Jane never 
overcomes her role as the Gothic vulnerable heroine. 
Though it may seem shallow, the mere fact that she has inherited a large sum of 
money in the novel—most of which she gave to her cousins—raises her status and places 
her on an equal plane to Rochester. When she returns to him, she does so under her own 
power and as a member of society in her own right, rather than a doll Rochester dresses 
up and provides comfort for with his money. Rochester asks how she is not dead or a 
“pining outcast among strangers,” to which she firmly replies: “I am an independent 
woman now” (834). When she left him, she was both homeless and friendless, but when 
she returns, she is comfortable and self-sufficient. 
Her following dialogue describes exactly the level of equality she now possesses 
when she says: “If you won’t let me live with you, I can build a house of my own close 
up to your door, and you may come and sit in my parlour when you want company of an 
evening” (834). She would be willing to relocate herself just to be close to him, to be able 
to host him in the evenings, and she can do all of that without his support. Before, he 
would have been giving her a home and possessions, and now there is no risk or need for 
her to marry him for his wealth and physical comfort. As she says herself, “I am my own 
mistress,” and if she chooses to use her newfound independence to 
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spend her life with Rochester, then the reader may be happy that she decided it for herself 
with no external factors. 
By omitting the Marsh End Section, the 1943 film does not afford her this 
financial independence. Both Hopkins and Mann suggest that the cultural climate of the 
1940’s did not have room for a strong heroine, especially a financially self-sufficient one, 
and Hopkins remarks that women of this culture “are not to be exposed to dangerous 
ideas about women’s potential for self-reliance and economic independence.” Another 
pair of scholars, Kate Ellis and E. Ann Kaplan, go so far as to imply that these oppressive 
forces arose out of the need to lower women back into their pre-World War II roles when 
the men returned home. 
The Stevenson film was made in the post-World War II period when film noir was 
dominant. Having played active roles in the public sphere during the war, women 
were now being told to go back into their homes and care for their husbands and 
children. It is thus not surprising to find Joan Fontaine playing a very meek, docile, 
and submissive Jane in the second half of the film. Interestingly enough, the first 
half of the film, prior to Orson Welles’s appearance as Rochester, sticks close to 
the novel in showing Jane’s rebelliousness and defiance, first toward the Reed 
family and then at Lowood. (195) 
 
While the war did not end until a year or more after the film was released, her argument 
rings true. Even if Stevenson was not using previously established post-war attitudes to 
inform his interpretations, he was certainly contributing to what would become the 
culture of post- war American society. The film avoids confronting the issues of financial 
independence, detracting from Jane’s equality with Rochester and allowing him to remain 
dominant. 
Jane loses her economic liberty when the Marsh End section is cut, but she also 
loses emotional independence and character strength as well. With her new friends, Jane 
was able to feel security and confidence in having a family. When she first realizes that St. 
John and his sisters are her first cousins, she is elated. She says: “This was a blessing, 
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bright, vivid, and exciting;—not like the ponderous gift of gold: rich and welcome enough 
in its way, but sobering from its weight” (Brontë, 737). While Jane was almost 
uncomfortable with the thought of inheriting twenty thousand pounds, she can hardly wait 
for her cousins to come home to live with her as a family. Jane’s character needs time away 
from Rochester to go through these developments, and compressing time is one of the 
obviously difficult things about film adaptations. Hopkins writes about the effect of cutting 
the Marsh End section when she says: “In the novel, it is through her experiences away 
from Rochester that Jane learns to be strong and to function effectively on her own. The 
delay between the romantic passion and its fulfillment enables her to mature and return to 
Rochester as an equal” (198). 
Joan Fontaine as Jane has no such equality. In the interim between leaving 
Thornfield and her return, she went to be with her aunt as she died then was present for her 
estate to be auctioned away. That would be the opposite effect of finding the comfort and 
security of a family from which she might be able to begin her maturation process. She 
leaves the insecurity of her Gateshead family situation to return to Rochester, finding 
happiness and fulfillment with him, rather than bringing those things with her to their final 
reunion. It is also notable that she could bring about her happy family life with her 
cousins by choosing to share her fortune and physically laboring to get their house ready. 
Jane in the film does not get familial satisfaction outside of Rochester, and their family will 
assumedly be provided for by his wealth rather than anything she does to make it happen. 
Without her financial and emotional independence, Jane remains the vulnerable Gothic 
heroine paired to Rochester’s Byronic dominant hero. 
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Rochester’s character in the film completely overshadows Jane’s. Hopkins writes 
about how this plays out on screen, where Rochester is given so much focus and Jane feels 
like a shell of a heroine hiding and watching. 
Cinematically, Jane is placed as Rochester’s observer: she yearns for him, waits 
upon him, watches him from the window, the stairwell, a corner of the room, 
hiding her tears from him behind closed doors. We retain Jane’s point of view, but 
her gaze is fixed on Rochester as object of desire, an odd reversal of the usual 
situation in film where the male observes the woman as object of desire in such a 
way that the audience sees her that way too. ….Jane’s look is of a yearning, 
passive kind as against the more usual controlling male look at the woman. (196). 
 
Rochester becomes the most important if not the only significant thing in her life. Jane of 
the novel was afraid of exactly what happens to Joan Fontaine as Jane. She is swept 
away, encompassed by the performance of Orson Welles, and she holds on to very little 
of what made her Jane Eyre. 
Apart from the character stereotypes, the cinematography contributes to a Gothic 
feel of the film that echoes the Gothic elements of the novel, such as the cold grandeur of 
Thornfield, strange voices and creepy laughter, or the threat of the supernatural. The film 
exaggerates the Gothic elements with cinematography and a few narrative decisions—just 
as it did with the reducing of characters—as part of a culture that was fascinated by the 
mystery and horror of the genre. Ellis and Kaplan suggest that the film climate of the 40’s 
was ripe for the Stevenson interpretation of Jane Eyre. 
The dominance of film noir as a film form in the post-war period enabled Stevenson 
to re-create quite effectively some of the Gothic aspects of the novel: film noir 
looked back to expressionism, which in turn drew on the Gothic revival and 
romanticism for its themes and styles, so that the line from Brontë’s novel to 1940’s 
film aesthetics was reasonably direct. (198) 
 
Once again, 1943 is not quite post-war, and Stevenson acted an immediate predecessor to 
the idea of a post-war film noir period, closer to a pioneer of the genre rather than an 
imitation. The argument holds that the link between Brontë and this style of adaptation is 
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logical. The film has combined the aesthetics of film noir, such as the lighting and contrast 
between black and white, with Gothic characters and setting/scenery. Our archetypes are 
aptly paired with the visual effects of this film to create a Gothic product to satisfy and 
thrill audiences. 
The use of black-and-white in this film is striking from the opening scene, where 
the first thing the audience sees is the glow of a candle, surrounded by blackness, which 
soon illuminates the servants come to collect Jane Eyre. It is interesting to note that Jane is 
being held in a locked closet, rather than having the freedom to read and move about as she 
did in the novel. The cinematography is tied to these kinds of decisions, which all add up 
to the adaptation’s exaggerated Gothic-ness. The black-and-white continue to be 
significant, with the use of shadows, and the decision to have everything important happen 
at night. Jane leaves Gateshead in a dark fog, and she arrives at Lowood in much the same 
way. Later, when she has grown and is traveling to Thornfield, it is nighttime both when 
Jane stops at an inn and when she ultimately arrives at her new home. 
In addition to the cinematic elements discussed, there are narrative choices that 
also heighten the Gothic and play to the attitudes of the culture. The choice to show Jane 
in the inn unaccompanied and surrounded by men heightens and makes relevant the 
feeling that was present in the novel that women shouldn’t advertise for themselves or try 
to operate alone without male protection. While some might argue that Brontë meant to 
point out this double standard to critique it, the 1943 film almost reinforces the idea that, 
as she is alone in the world without someone to take care of her, of course she will be 
preyed upon by creepy men. 
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In the same vein, I read the choice to substitute the benevolent Dr. Rivers for Miss 
Temple as a nod to the importance of male protection over the female characters. It is Dr. 
Rivers who defends Jane and Helen when Mr. Brocklehurst has them walk outside in the 
rain, effectively giving the corrupted school director direct agency in Helen’s death. The 
outright confrontation between Rivers and Brocklehurst is a different kind of defiance 
than Miss Temple showing maternal warmth and kindness. When Helen is dying, 
Brocklehurst says: “The ways of providence are inscrutable.” Rivers voices what the 
viewers are thinking when he replies: “Was it providence who sent that poor girl to be 
drenched in the rain?” Miss Temple, even at her boldest, would not have directly attacked 
Brocklehurst’s methods. Kaplan and Ellis write about the omission of Miss Temple, 
saying: “the one mitigating female presence in the novel, it is important to note, is 
replaced by an added character, the kindly Dr. Rivers whose name is taken from the 
novel’s stern St. John Rivers who does not appear in the film. While he comforts Jane, 
his role is essentially to teach her her place, to beg her to conform, to submit to the will of 
God” (195). One might read into this choice an imbalance whereby the film felt the 
necessity to reference the one male character who is left out by replacing a female 
character with an adapted version of him. 
As suggested by the above quote, Dr. Rivers and St. John Rivers had a similar role 
in Jane’s life in that they were both drawn to her and the injustices she faced, but each 
stopped short of encouraging her to step outside the role she must play as dictated by 
society. St. John wanted her to marry him without love, to be the model of a good and 
virtuous wife. Dr. Rivers lectures her on the importance of being educated at the expense 
of her  physical  and  mental  well-being.  At least Miss Temple  chooses  to  defy 
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Brocklehurst’s emphasis on physical punishment, demonstrating for her pupils the love 
and affection they crave instead of the cold and virtuous assistance both Jane of the novel 
and Jane of the film receive from the Rivers character. The culture of the 1943 film leaks 
into the production, as it has women looking to upright rule-following men for information 
on how to behave instead of strong women, and it does not hesitate to show the dangers 
when they do not have male protection. 
 
I conclude that the 1943 movie has adopted the parts of the novel that fit the Gothic 
genre and the pre-feminist culture, but left behind the complexities, especially in the female 
characters, that do not. Without these complexities, the love story takes precedence. Rather 
than addressing the ambiguity of the Rochester character, or attempting to explore the 
inherent strengths and developments in Jane’s, both characters are left in the mold of 
Gothic archetypes underscored with exaggerated Gothic cinematography, and the narrative 
emphasizes a plot-driven Gothic romance rather than a character-driven Bildungsroman 
about Jane’s internal struggles and ultimate character development. 
Chapter 2: 1970, 1983, and The Female Characters 
 
Wide Sargasso Sea was released amid a perfect storm of cultural movements as 
far as interpretations of Jane Eyre are concerned, as second-wave feminism was on the 
rise throughout the sixties. This section will seek to understand Jane Eyre films produced 
after Wide Sargasso Sea and in the context of this movement. Both the 1970 and 1983 
films take significant strides towards equality in the female characters, especially Jane. 
Apart from showing more of the title character’s personality and development, both films 
include a Mrs. Temple character and begin to humanize Bertha. In the case of Mr. 
Rochester, his character is given some of the sensitivity that Hopkins 
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suggested is required in later adaptations. Still, both films somehow seem to focus on 
Rochester as he continues to dominate the screen. 
Progress is non-linear, a fact which is demonstrated by the portrayal of the female 
characters in the 1970 and 1983 films. To begin, Bertha is treated as more human in both 
films, but the 1970 film does a better job with treating her as Rochester’s first wife who 
happens to be insane rather than a monstrous force keeping the two main characters apart. 
Even though Bertha’s treatment improves more in the 1970 film, Jane is more complex in 
the 1983 version, and Mrs. Temple is included as an agent of defiance with a quiet 
strength opposed to the passive sympathetic force she is in the 1970 version. The overall 
progress in the female characters does not follow a chronological arc of improvement, 
but rather each of these films takes some noteworthy strides in the wake of second-wave 
feminism. 
Bertha in the 1983 film is only slightly more humanized than the Gothic monster 
Stevenson created. The viewers, at the very least, get a glimpse of her entire form when 
Jane, Rochester, witness, and priest enter her chamber to view Mr. Rochester’s newly 
revealed second wife. The shrieking Gothic silhouette has been transformed into a 
woman in an off-white dress with unkempt hair, and she remains docile in the corner for 
a few moments, turned away from the people entering to view her. The audience does not 
get to see her face until she springs into attack, and then we see only a flash of her 
expression distorted in rage before she is on top of Rochester. In the aftermath, Rochester 
and Grace Poole restrain her with ropes, tying her down on the bed in attempt to calm 
her. The suddenness of her attack and the use of the flash of her face suggest that the 
film, like the 1994 version, is still using her as a scary thrill amidst all the excitement of 
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an interrupted wedding. She has been humanized in some ways, but she still evokes little 
sympathy. 
The 1970 film, while released chronologically earlier, demonstrates a more 
sophisticated treatment of the first Mrs. Rochester. The differences are immediately clear 
when the wedding party enters the room and the camera lingers on Bertha’s face as her 
guests trickle in behind her. Her appearance is like how the 1983 version will portray 
her, as she is dressed in the same off-white dress with her messy dark hair hanging 
freely, partially concealing her face. Still, it is significant that the audience is allowed 
time to adjust to her facial features, to immediately recognize her as human rather than 
an animalistic form sitting in the corner. When she springs at Rochester, the action is no 
longer intended as a thrill to the audience that might belong in a horror movie. Her attack 
shows a different kind of Bertha than discussed thus far, because, as she and Rochester 
fall to the ground, she begins to calm down without restraint or much physical 
intervention. When her fit has completely subsided, she caresses Rochester’s face in a 
way that is sensual and almost uncomfortable. This affectionate side gives her another 
level of humanity, and Rochester reciprocates her gentleness when he helps her to her 
feet and brushes her hair from her face. 
Though the 1970 film features a more complex treatment of Bertha, it falls short 
of the 1980 version with both Jane and Miss Temple. As previously discussed, the 1943 
film replaced this female superintendent of Lowood with Dr. Rivers, and when she 
reappears in the 1970 version, she does even less for Jane that Dr. Rivers does. While Dr. 
Rivers urges Jane towards conformity, he still speaks up to Mr. Brocklehurst as only a 
man can in the world created by the 1943 film. Miss Temple—seemingly belonging to 
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this same world devoid of female agency—watches as Brocklehurst cuts Jane’s hair with 
wide eyes, almost as afraid of him as her pupils. She stays silent, her compassion 
conveyed by her facial expression, but she never pleads on Jane’s behalf. This Miss 
Temple is only valuable as a meek sympathetic force in contrast to the righteous airs put 
on by Brocklehurst and the other teacher. 
Miss Temple of the 1983 version has authority and agency, and she demonstrates 
the warmth and kindness to Jane that she had been missing throughout her childhood with 
the Reeds in Gateshead. Like Miss Temple of the novel, she cares for the physical well- 
being of her pupils in an otherwise harsh environment. When Jane arrives at Lowood, she 
immediately asks her if is weary from her trip and offers her a bed and food. A few days 
later, the students are served a breakfast that they unanimously refuse to eat, so Miss 
Temple feeds them bread and cheese. Her motherly and feminine care is more significant 
than it originally appears, because Mr. Brocklehurst has made a point of “mortifying the 
flesh to save the soul.” Her providing for them then turns into a quiet but firm defiance 
that she is only capable of because she has more authority and confidence than the 1970 
film’s Miss Temple. 
She defies Mr. Brocklehurst again when he declares Jane to be a liar, requiring her 
to stand on a stool all day and encouraging the other students to shun her. The next 
morning, Miss Temple makes an announcement after having investigated the allegations 
made, stating that Jane is “cleared of all charges.” Miss Temple continuously stands up 
for her students, but she does not undermine or outright criticize Brocklehurst and the 
other teachers despite her kind actions being a response to their cruel ones. As Kaplan 
and Ellis write, Miss Temple “provides a powerful model for both Jane and Helen of a 
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principled and intelligent, if ultimately powerless, woman” (195). While I disagree that 
the Miss Temple is powerless in the 1983 film, her upright conduct, loving care, and 
quiet strength make her an admirable character to teach Jane. 
Both Helen and Miss Temple are role models to Jane in the overall narrative of 
Jane’s personal development in the novel, a narrative which the 1983 film allows to be 
played out on the screen throughout her life from Gateshead to Marsh End. Ultimately, 
neither model is sufficient for Jane, as Helen exemplifies the kind of religious reserve 
which Jane rejects along with St. John’s proposal, and Miss Temple embodies a feminine 
domestic role that is too conventional for our heroine. Jane’s story in the novel is about 
her internal struggle to find balance between her passion and societal or religious reserve 
demonstrated by Helen and Miss Temple. Her natural passions are fueled by indignation 
with the Reeds, and she is checked by the harsh rule at Brocklehurst’s institution where 
she has no choice to practice submission. Then Rochester draws out her passion again as 
she experiences love for the first time. She learns independence at Marsh End, 
culminating with the self- understanding and the confidence to choose love over St. 
John’s offer of a virtuous life as a missionary. The length and breadth of the 1983 film 
allows it to begin to move in the direction of prioritizing these trajectories in Jane’s 
character above the romance plot, and the following section will seek to outline this 
character growth as it is conveyed by the film. 
Beginning with Gateshead in the Stevenson film, Jane’s abuse was little more 
than a way to draw in the audience to the plight of a mistreated orphan as a byproduct of 
the Gothic genre. Amyes adds complications to the 1983 version by having Jane 
physically fight John Reed and showing her physical and emotional outbursts with the 
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servants in response to the cruelties inflicted upon her and the inability of that household 
to nurture. We see her physically forced to submit, to bend her will to the oppression of 
the household at Gateshead. At one point, Bessie and another servant are dragging Jane 
up the stairs as she complains of John always hitting her. Bessie says “Boys will be 
boys,” a line which the audience will respond to as unfair, prompting a critique of this 
society with such severe gender inequalities. This desperate, physical, and emotional 
version of Jane is intended to portray the inherent passion she will have to deal with 
throughout her life as contrasted to the small sad child in the closet from the 1943 version 
meant merely to inspire pity. 
The film also demonstrates how remarkably self-possessed Jane is for being so 
young—and where that self-possession becomes problematic—exemplified by her first 
line of dialogue. Jane lifts up her chin and proudly demands: “What does Bessie say I 
have done?” to which Mrs. Reed replies “A child must not take up her elders.” She later 
exhibits this same self-possession and precociousness during her outburst to Mrs. 
Reed. After she has gone on for some length about how cruel Mrs. Reed was to her all 
her life, she responds to Reed questioning how she dared to say such things with: “How 
dare I? Because it is the truth.” This response sounds like a challenge, and there is 
something about Jane’s distain and cool delivery that seems odd on a child’s face. She 
goes on to say, “You think I have no feelings, and can do without one bit of love or 
kindness, but I cannot live so. You have no pity.” Again, these lines and her delivery are 
advanced, indicating some underlying strength and intelligence. They are enough to 
unnerve Mrs. Reed, who immediately becomes apologetic, asking if there’s anything Jane 
wants and claiming to be her friend. 
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The argument flares up again as Jane insists that “deceit is not my fault,” to which 
Reed responds, “But you are passionate, Jane. That you must allow,” as though her 
passion is enough to excuse Mrs. Reed from calling her a liar. These emotions and 
outbursts are a crucial part of Jane’s early development, as she learns that this kind of 
intensity is destructive and unsustainable. Brontë describes the aftermath of this same 
outburst when she writes: “First, I smiled to myself and felt elate; but this fierce pleasure 
subsided in me as fast as did the accelerated throb of my pulses. A child cannot quarrel 
with its elders, as I had done; cannot give its furious feelings uncontrolled play, as I had 
given mine, without experiencing afterwards the pang of remorse and the chill of 
reaction” (65). Though her animosity towards Reed is justified, Jane must learn the 
difficult lesson that even righteous rage and passion, if left unchecked, does not help her 
situation, and that sometimes she may have to contain her emotions even when being 
treated unfairly. 
Both the 1970 and 1983 films utilize Helen as a model for Jane to help her learn 
this same lesson. She never reacts to abuse, and she urges Jane not to feel hatred. In the 
1983 version, Helen also stands for stoic, cold, and reserved religious devotion. Helen is 
steadfast in working towards the afterlife, intent on bearing the worldly trials inflicted by 
Lowood. This is exactly the model that Jane needs to get her through the oppression. It is 
unfair, but if Jane were to respond to every cruelty, she would be beat down and broken. 
Instead, she finds an inward resolve to survive until she is able to leave. 
Jane’s character undergoes more evolution in the 1983 version after she leaves 
Rochester than the 1970 film, but both make significant changes since the Stevenson film 
with the inclusion of Marsh End. The 1983 film has her gain both her family and her 
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wealth, when the 1970 version merely has her staying with strangers as a guest. With that 
small of a distinction, the significance stems from the idea that Jane has a family and a 
home with her cousins. Even though she rejects St. John’s proposal of marriage, she 
might still continue to live with her female companions and build a life at Marsh End. 
Jane from the 1970 version needs somewhere else to go after the marriage proposal, so 
she still returns to Rochester without the comfort of having known a real home or the 
security of being able to provide one for herself with her own fortune. 
It is worth noting that Jane’s powerful rejection of St. John in the 1970 version is 
another way to show her maturation and progress besides the independence from 
Rochester that the 1983 film gives her. St. John says: “I claim you for my service” when 
he proposes, suggesting that he sees her first and foremost as an object, and that he is 
drawn to her strength and pragmatic value as a wife over any kind of love or feeling. 
When she pushes back, he claims that she is “rejecting God” by refusing to spend her 
talents in his service. Severe religious devotion is one of the extremes that Jane must 
oscillate between in her journey to find herself, so the implication that Jane would be 
defying her religion by not going with St. John directly addresses the tension surrounding 
religion that underlies the narrative from as far back as Helen Burns at Lowood. The 
1970 Jane has an answer to this assertion which aptly summarizes her stance on religion 
in general when she says: “No, I’m finding him in his people and the love they have for 
each other…you cannot love just God alone.” In every adaptation, Jane leaves St. John to 
pursue love, and this scene captures the sentiments behind that choice. 
The 1970 and 1983 films prioritize equality in Jane and Rochester’s relationship. 
The word is tossed around frequently, as Jane demands it and Rochester consents to the 
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idea that they have it. The sliding scale of character interpretation I established earlier has 
shifted with regard to Rochester to bring him closer towards equality by introducing 
sensitivity and vulnerability. The two films featured in this section each accomplish these 
additions to Rochester’s character in different ways. The Bertha character moves further 
towards human in the 1970 version than the 1983, so the sensitivity and vulnerability 
afforded Rochester results from the depiction of his relationship with her more than with 
Jane. Similarly, Jane’s character shifts significantly in the 1983 version, so how 
Rochester behaves with her is more indicative of his character’s new place on the sliding 
on the scale towards equality. 
Early in the scene where Rochester introduces his wife, he voices his concern for 
her if she were to go to an asylum. He says: “What should I do with her? Tell me. 
Confine her to an asylum to the care of strangers where they will beat her and throw cold 
water on her?” This line is more powerful in 1970 than it would have been to Brontë’s 
readers, or even Stevenson’s viewers, as attitudes surrounding mental illness had shifted 
dramatically across the twentieth century. Even the small act of verbalizing his 
responsibility for Bertha and care for her well-being is enough to open up his character to 
the sensitivity that Hopkins called for in an adaptation made after Wide Sargasso Sea. 
The perspective shifts between characters unique to the 1970 film allows for this 
scene to be expanded to further expose Rochester’s vulnerability. Typically, in Jane Eyre 
adaptations, the camera follows Jane. She is present in most every scene because the 
story is being told from her perspective. However, the 1970 film occasionally allows for 
scenes from another’s viewpoint, such as when Bertha sneaks into Jane’s room in the 
middle of the night. Jane is fast asleep, suggesting that we are seeing Bertha’s perspective 
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as Jane never wakes to realize that someone else is in the room. The same thing happens 
when Rochester and Jane are at the church and the perspective shifts to Bertha’s brother 
as he travels to Thornfield to see his brother-in-law. 
During the scene with Bertha and Jane in the attic, Rochester makes a comment to 
Jane only to turn and realize that she is gone. The audience witnesses a raw moment 
between Rochester and his first wife because they are the only two people in the room. 
Bertha is unresponsive after having calmed down from her attack, but Rochester tenderly 
addresses her as a husband to a wife in a typical marriage. “What shall we do tonight? 
Shall I play for you, and sing? Will you sit with me and tell me the story of your day? 
Shall you hold my head on your breast whilst I sleep?” These lines could have been 
delivered ironically, which would imply criticism towards Bertha for not being capable of 
being sharing these things that married couples share. Instead, he comes across as 
vulnerable and genuine in longing for a loving romantic partnership. As he slides to the 
floor and dons a contemplative gaze, he seems utterly lonely. The audience might forgive 
him for wanting to marry Jane and pursuing her outside societal and religious bounds. 
Timothy Dalton as Rochester in the 1983 has no such tenderness for Bertha, but 
his interactions with Jane demonstrate an intellectual equality between them, and his 
insecurity about where he stands with her when she returns to him at Ferndean serves the 
same role as the raw vulnerability George C. Scott-as-Rochester demonstrated with his 
wife. Though his personality is still recognizable as the gruff and dominant Rochester 
Brontë created, the culture of second-wave feminism has made room for this Byronic 
hero with a hardened exterior to show both his weaknesses and his ability to engage with 
Jane on an intellectual level. 
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When Mrs. Fairfax introduces Jane to Rochester officially in the 1983 film, he 
immediately establishes the nature of his relationship with his housekeeper. She begins to 
prattle about how she wishes he did not have to be away from home so often, and he cuts 
her off by saying: “Madame, I should like some tea.” His firm tone as he dismisses her 
suggests that he considers her to be beneath him and that he does not spend his time 
listening to the mundane rambling of his inferiors. In contrast to this treatment, Rochester 
shows immediate interest in Jane. He looks at her when she speaks, and when he asks her 
questions intended reveal information about herself, he scrutinizes her face to learn 
whatever he can from her responses. 
Rochester’s tone is gruff and direct, but his humor begins to show as they 
continue their conversation. I argue this quiet humor underlying their words is the basis 
for their intellectual equality. He begins by teasing her for appearing to belong to the 
supernatural when he says: “So, you were out waiting for your people in that lane.” He 
delivers the line with a straight face, but it is obvious that he meant it to be funny. Jane 
decides to play along by saying, “For whom, sir?” to which he responds “The men in 
green.” Neither smiles, and Jane’s tone is equally as dry when she says, “The men in 
green forsook England a hundred years ago. The moon will never shine on their revels 
more.” The humor is understated and at odds with their even tones and facial expressions, 
taking the conversation to a place where the meaning is subtle and privately exchanged. 
Adele and Mrs. Fairfax are likely oblivious to the almost-banter, adding intimacy to the 
conversation since Rochester and Jane are the only ones in on the secret of the joke. 
This exchange sets the mood for the rest of their conversation throughout the 
evening as Rochester becomes more intrigued with his governess. He is uninterested in 
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her piano playing, but when he looks at her drawings, he once again starts to tease by 
asking if she copied them from a master. The dialogue here is lifted almost directly from 
Brontë’s prose as he says, “Where’d you get your copies?” Jane responds “Out of my 
head, sir.” Without missing a beat, Rochester comes back with “That same head I now 
see on your shoulders?” When she answers with a straight-faced “Yes, sir,” he says 
“Does it have any furniture of the same kind within?” Again, the lines are humorous but 
the delivery is almost aggressive. In his own way, Rochester is complimenting her 
originality for suggesting that he expects her drawings to have been copied. He does not 
outright commend her for any of her achievements, but he acknowledges her capacity for 
drawing or teaching in a way that is blunt and honest. 
Rochester is interested enough to spend time learning about her peculiarities when 
he would not listen to Mrs. Fairfax for more than a few seconds, and adding a level of wit 
to his abruptness shows him capable of engaging with Jane in a way that Orson Welles’ 
Rochester did not. Even when he is churlish, he is playing with her, and the fact that she 
plays back in her own cool and reserved way is the best indication of their intellectual 
equality being established even here at the start of their relationship. As they become 
accustomed to one another, they begin to relax. In their meeting in the very next scene, 
Jane greets him as he gets back from riding, and he teases her about bewitching his horse. 
They smile at each other, and Jane laughs, showing that they are beginning to establish a 
rapport. 
A few nights later, with dialogue that once again mirrors the original text, 
Rochester teases her about the dynamics of their relationship. He does not wish to treat 
her as inferior, but he will occasionally command her or speak to her directly without 
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convention, to which she reminds him that she is in fact a “paid subordinate.” When he 
asks if she will “agree to dispense with a great many conventional forms and phrases 
without thinking me insolent,” she gives a clever response, saying “I hope, sir, that I 
know the difference between informality and insolence. One I rather like, and one no 
freeborn thing would submit to even for a salary.” While he takes up a more cynical view 
in arguing that people will “submit to anything for a salary,” he concedes that she has 
made a unique answer, and that he will “mentally shake hands with her” for it. From his 
interactions with the rest of the characters in the film, one does not get the sense that he 
often acknowledges or respects others’ opinions. He says he cannot talk to Mrs. Fairfax 
or Adele, lumping them in with his dog, Pilot, regarding their mental facilities. That 
Rochester and Jane are able to function on the same intellectual plane is a huge step 
towards equality for this pair in the 1983 film. 
The scene where Jane leaves to visit her aunt is another interesting depiction of 
the progress in their relationship. Rochester is her boss and he is demanding and exacting, 
but Jane effortlessly stands her ground even as he tries to control her. The humor is still 
present underneath this exchange as they navigate the relationship, and the joking nature 
of Rochester’s demands—as well as the ease with which Jane denies—them speaks to 
their new equilibrium. Jane requests a leave of absence, and Rochester begins by bluntly 
demanding to know where she is going. She says she will visit a sick lady and he almost 
shouts as he says: “What sick lady?” When Jane calmly gives the name of her aunt and 
where she lives, he responds: “That’s miles off,” as though that should stop her from 
going, but there is no sense that he would genuinely prevent her departure. His blunt 
questions are delivered belligerently, and the humor underneath stops them from being 
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severe. She says: “Yes sir, but I shall go.” Even though this meeting is framed as Jane 
asking for permission to visit her aunt, her calm but firm statement shows that she would 
not bend on going to her dying aunt even if Rochester were to deny her permission or 
refuse to give her money to travel. 
The tension relaxes when it is settled that she will be leaving and the two begin to 
bicker over how much money she will take with her as she goes. Rochester tries to give 
her fifty pounds—way more than what she has earned in her months at Thornfield—but 
she outright refuses. He proceeds to makes a show out of counting out ten pounds, and 
Jane accepts while dryly reminding him that he now owes her five. He barks at her 
“Come back for it then.” The conversation shifts to Rochester’s impending marriage, and 
Jane suggests that she will advertise for a new position. Rochester seems to feel that this 
is inappropriate, and that he or her family should find the position for her. He shouts: 
“You shall walk up the pyramids of Egypt!” as though it is more likely that she will 
travel to another continent before he would let her advertise. 
He goes on to tease her, saying: “I wish I hadn’t given you that money Jane, give 
me back nine pounds. I have a use for it.” She snaps back, “So have I sir.” The sheer 
difference in their statures is highlighted in this exchange, because Rochester is standing 
over her holding his hand out while she holds the money behind her back and cranes her 
neck to see his face. He should have total authority as a man of the upper class who pays 
her for her services, but this is not the case as he continues to hector her. “Well give me 
five pounds then,” and she is smiling as she responds “Not five shillings nor five pence 
sir.” They are both at ease as the banter winds to a conclusion. “Just let me look at the 
money,” he says softly, as a contrast to his previous shouting, to which she responds 
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curtly: “No sir, you are not to be trusted.” Rochester is still domineering, but there is 
room in this relationship for Jane to be firm and self-directed. This conversation feels like 
another joke, using the framework of master/governess roles to banter with one another 
and to play with the dynamics of the relationship. 
In this film, Rochester exerts aggression and dominance when he is any way 
insecure or not perfectly comfortable with the situation. Similarly, Jane draws herself in 
to this blank stoic reserve when she is under those same pressures. They both have a 
tendency to contain their emotions, and the fronts they choose to put on, whether 
aggression or reserve, are defense mechanisms for dealing with one another. This film 
shows Rochester betraying his vulnerability when he teases Jane to get her to react to 
him. In the scene where they are meeting for the first time, he hides behind his brusque 
speech because he does not often open up to strangers. Later, when she is leaving for 
Gateshead, he is afraid that she might not come back. This insecurity is, likewise, an 
explanation for the cruel way Rochester teases Jane with Blanch Ingram just before he 
proposes to her. 
He begins that conversation talking about their friendship, saying “We shall sit 
together in peace tonight, even if we should be destined never to do so again.” He knows 
that he will shortly ask her to marry him, but by putting this out there, he is testing Jane, 
trying to gauge how she feels from her reaction. Keeping up the façade, he talks about the 
details of some arrangement he has found in Ireland, and the distance with which they 
will be separated. Jane’s face and body language are depressed even as he begins to 
discuss the feelings he has for her. He says: “I have a strange feeling with regard to you, 
especially when you’re near to me as now. With that boisterous channel and 200 miles of 
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land come broad between us, I’m afraid some chord of communion will be snapped and I 
shall take to bleeding inwardly.” 
Still, he has not gotten her to share anything, so he pushes a little further by 
saying: “As for you, you’d forget me.” Her depressive trance breaks as she immediately 
asserts the contrary, responding “That I never should.” As soon as he has gleaned this 
trace of feeling from her, he is visibly at ease. Jane continues to express herself, to voice 
how grateful she is that she has been happy and fulfilled at Thornfield. She finally 
conveys what he means to her when she says with regard to leaving him: “I see the 
necessity of departure, and it is like looking on the necessity of death.” Rochester begins 
to ease into the proposal from here by asking why she thinks it is necessary for her to 
leave. He continues to play dumb when she drags Blanche Ingram into the conversation 
as his future bride. He says “What bride? I have no bride.” 
After going back and forth some more, where Rochester suggests that he will 
have a bride—whom the audience knows to be Jane—and Jane thinks he is still talking 
about Ingram, Jane finally reaches her breaking point. She declares: “Do you think 
because I am poor, obscure, plain, and little, that I am soulless and heartless. I have as 
much soul as you and full as much heart. And if God had blessed me with some beauty 
and much wealth, I would make it as hard for you to leave me now as it is for me to leave 
you.” He does not respond, but he keeps eye contact with her as though he knows that she 
has more to say. She continues with: “It is my spirit which addresses your spirit. Just as 
though both had passed through the grave and we stood at God’s feet…equal. As we 
are.” Rochester admits his intentions only after she makes this statement, after she openly 
concedes her love and asserts her equality with him. While the teasing feels cold-hearted, 
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it could also be interpreted as his desire to “draw her out” of her reserve, something he 
has been trying to do throughout the movie. He wants to hear her express herself, both to 
satisfy his insecurity and to give her the opportunity to understand her own mind. 
These same dynamics returns at the conclusion of the film, when Jane teases him 
about St. John. There’s something of a role reversal between them, and Jane holds her 
rejected suitor over Rochester the way that Rochester did with Blanche. When he asks, 
“were there only ladies where you’ve been?” she laughs at him and leaves him for the 
night. The next day, when he questions her about St. John’s good qualities, she answers 
that he is well-educated, well-mannered, and attractive, knowing that she is making 
Rochester jealous. She gives up after a few moments, remarking that “You have no need 
to be jealous. I only wanted to provoke you. I thought anger would be better than grief.” 
Similar to how Rochester wanted to draw her out of her reserve, she wants to draw him 
out of his depressive mood, to own that he really does want to marry her more than he 
wants to feel sorry for himself and his bad luck. Even when she repeats again and again 
that she does not want to marry St. John, Rochester continues intentionally to 
misunderstand her just as he did when he was the one offering marriage. When he 
proposes to her a second time, she has to give her affirmation again and again to assuage 
his vulnerability as he shows his true feelings underneath the gruff surface. In this 
moment they are equal, as she has gained her independence and he has truly exposed 
himself. The 1983 film has succeeded in capturing an intellectual, financial, and 
emotional equality, and the conclusion feels both satisfying and complete. 
Chapter 3: 2011 and Austenmania 
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Both the 2006 and 2011 films made decisions regarding the main characters 
which recreate them in a way that is more palatable to a 21st-century audience. The 2006 
film continues the work of the 1970 and 1983 films with creating a sensitive Rochester, 
who, as Sarah Fanning suggests, appeals to an audience comprised of primarily twenty- 
first century women. Jane’s character is given slightly more attention in the 2006 film, 
but it manifests in a way that serves to create a love story acceptable to modern audiences 
rather than sincere dedication to representing her character and its complexities. In 
contrast, the 2011 film emphasizes Jane’s character above Rochester’s by beginning the 
movie at Marsh End and recounting Jane’s life through vivid flashbacks. This film also 
renders Jane as more outspoken and confident, less hesitant to express her opinions. Both 
these interpretations are intended to satisfy modern viewers accustomed to contemporary 
period pieces with strong female heroines and sensitive-but-misunderstood heroes. In the 
same way that Orson Welles and Joan Fontaine from the 1943 version might have met 
the desires and attitudes of a war-time audience, this latest generation of adaptations aims 
to suit the needs of a contemporary one. 
Picking up where Mann left off, Fanning points to the explosion of period 
pieces—particularly Austen adaptations—during the 1990s and early 2000s as precedents 
for the Jane Eyre interpretations of Rochester that follow. She implies that the timing of 
the 2006 film is significant by noting that: “On the heels of Austenmania, the BBC 
televised its first adaptation of Jane Eyre since the 1983 BBC miniseries (dir. Julian 
Amyes).” Having been softened considerably by this depiction, Toby Stephens as Mr. 
Rochester comes across as more Austen than Brontë. Fanning also writes about the truth 
behind the demographics and target audiences of classic novel adaptations, concluding 
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that: “audiences for literary adaptations are comprised largely of women (Davies),2 and 
thus privileging the female (or homoerotic) gaze secures a commercial advantage” 
(Fanning). These suggestions together account for the emphasis on Rochester’s character 
over Jane’s in the 2006 adaptation by implying that the current culture around period 
pieces calls for loveable and tortured romantic heroes to meet the expectations of these 
audiences. 
Issues inevitably arise when shaping Rochester to contemporary standards as a 
result of the conflict between depicting him as both a character from the past and a 
character who fits the needs of modern feminism. Fanning suggests that this tension is 
present in many of the literary adaptations coming out of these two decades: 
Moreover, the endorsement of a sympathetic form of masculinity can be seen to 
have spearheaded the emergence of a new ‘hybrid’ man in television period 
drama, a man who must occupy a blend of traditional and modern identities 
simultaneously. This new brand of hybridized masculinity becomes a defining 
feature of Jane Eyre (2006) and Wuthering Heights (2009). 
 
The theme of equality between Jane and Rochester, which has been an important part of 
the conversation thus far, is once again taken up by the 2006 film as one way of trying to 
satisfy both identities described above. Most adaptations spend very little time between 
the marriage proposal and the unraveling of the ceremony. Here, Jane and Rochester 
spend time together in various settings getting used to each other and navigating new 
dynamics of equality in which “Jane supersedes Rochester’s usual authority and he, 
likewise, submits to her rule” (Fanning). 
For example, the night after Mr. Rochester proposes, they engage in banter over 
whether Jane will dine with him before they are married or if she will call him ‘Edward’ 
or ‘sir.’ Jane is playfully steadfast in resolving to keep up formality even though 
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Rochester does not care about appearances and is “not interested in pleasing Mrs. 
Fairfax.” When Jane gives him a commanding look, he concedes with “But for you, I will 
obey.” A few moments later, Jane refuses to get into the great white carriage that was 
earlier implied would be gifted to the future Mrs. Rochester. She says: “I will not be 
married at all if you force me into that ridiculous carriage.” Rochester again surrenders 
by ordering the other carriage. Before Jane is finished, she demands that Adele be 
permitted to come with them minutes after Rochester forbid it. Smiles and laughter 
accompany these flirtatious and light-hearted exchanges, demonstrating an increased 
intimacy and equality that “mollifies Rochester’s character” from the harsh and 
unyielding iterations that came before. 
These scenes are aimed directly at the feminist 21st-century audiences, as they 
give Jane some measure of authority and autonomy even before she has gotten the 
chance to undergo her character development at Marsh End. The dynamic before their 
separation is a nice gesture towards equality, but Rochester merely allows Jane to have a 
say on trivial things in a playful way rather than if she had true power over herself. Their 
playful banter and artificial power exchanges are once again reminiscent of the 
precedence set by modern adaptations of Austen courtship narratives, and Jane still needs 
to go through her independent development before she has true equality. 
The playful courtship equality modeled by earlier period pieces is only 
insufficient because there is more at stake for the character of Jane Eyre than there was 
for a heroine like Elizabeth Bennet. Austen’s heroines had families, or at least support 
systems, and the threat that unmarried middle class women had no place in society was 
only hinted at, lying beneath the surface and motivating various characters towards 
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marriage. In contrast, Jane experiences hunger and exposure to the elements to the point 
of death when she flees her position at Thornfield, given that she has no relatives or 
friends. She has never known what it was to have comfort, security, or family, so it is 
important that she gains those things before she can find level ground with Rochester. 
Autonomy and independence mean more to Jane, and the 2006 film spends around a 
quarter of the film letting her gain them. The banter and power dynamics right after the 
proposal serve to satisfy the expectations of audiences used to Austen period pieces, and 
the subsequent time at Marsh End accounts for the ways in which Jane Eyre does not fit 
that same traditional mold. 
These dynamics between Jane and Rochester are an attempt to make the hero 
more palatable. Fanning goes so far as to suggest that he loses some of his complexities 
to fit this modern mold, falling into the same pattern that Orson Welles established when 
he was adapted to fit the Gothic. This loss of complexity is once again manifested in the 
treatment of Bertha Mason, but with a new approach. Instead of making a monster out of 
her, the film characterizes Rochester’s first wife as beautiful, wild, unstable, and 
ultimately unable to be contained. By showing that she was adulterous and indisputably 
mad, this Rochester may escape criticism which stems from the ambiguities surrounding 
these issues in the text. 
The audience is initially exposed to Bertha when Adele sings a song for Jane and 
Rochester that reminds him of the Caribbean. While he tries to conjure an image for his 
companions that captures the colors, sensuality, and heat, he remembers Bertha in a 
flashback, and how he was enthralled by her. He does not speak of her specifically to 
Jane and Adele, but it is clear to viewers familiar with the plot that he is talking about 
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Bertha when he describes the women who “wear bright silks, ambers, sapphires, 
emeralds.” He goes on to say, “They are seductive…but they are also mysterious, 
tantalizing, dangerous…” The camera is still focusing on Bertha in his memories as he 
recounts this information. When he snaps out of the flashback, he speaks to Adele, 
warning her that: “The Caribbean is not as beautiful as it seems... I came back to escape.” 
Of course, he is still speaking of Bertha, suggesting that he feels deceived, blinded by her 
allure and tricked into a marriage. 
When Fanning writes on this point, she states that the screenwriter, Sandy Welch, 
“highlights this abnormal aspect of Rochester’s life by underscoring his victimization and 
misfortunes, which, having been largely overlooked in previous adaptations, have often 
made him unduly antipathetic.” In the interest of making Rochester a victim with whom 
the audience might sympathize, any hint of blame or wrongdoing with his treatment of 
Bertha are removed. The 1943 version used the same technique, but instead of reducing 
Bertha to a nightmare, the 2006 film shows a lovely woman smiling eerily at the 
company who enters her room after the failed marriage ceremony. It is immediately clear 
that there is something wrong with her by her expression, but she is not dehumanized as 
she has been in every adaptation prior to this. Her hair, rather than being wild and 
covering her face, is neatly combed and clean. She is dressed in a fine cream colored 
gown and covered by a crimson robe—red having dominated the imagery surrounding 
both her and the Caribbean throughout the film—and she receives plenty of screen time 
before she inevitably flies at Rochester after seeing Jane in her wedding gown. 
In the fallout from this scene, Rochester is able to explain himself to Jane, and 
even as he is describing his experiences, the audience also gets to see his 
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flashbacks which demonstrate the extent to which he was made a victim. He remembers 
Bertha being violent and angry from very early on and in one scene walks in on her with 
another man. Instead of feeling ashamed, she laughs in his face and runs away with her 
lover. The film is careful to blame her illness, but portraying her infidelity and blatant 
madness from the beginning of their relationship eliminates some of the ambiguities 
surrounding the marriage. 
Treating Bertha in this way is significant, because the film can simultaneously 
give her a humanized character and smooth the tension over Rochester’s conduct with 
her. Her blatant adultery is an interesting decision, because Rochester’s dialogue in 
Brontë’s text does not go so far as to say that she was unfaithful to her husband. It reads: 
“Bertha Mason, the true daughter of an infamous mother, dragged me through all the 
hideous and degrading agonies which must attend a man bound to a wife at once 
intemperate and unchaste” (585). While this comment may be understood as 
representative of a sexual double standard on women at the time—when a woman needed 
to be careful not to demonstrate too much desire or passion—interpreting a lack of 
chastity as outright adultery in the 2006 film frees Rochester from that criticism. This 
Bertha, through the proof of Rochester’s memories, was undeniably mad and unfaithful 
from the beginning, and not through any mistreatment, so the audience does not have to 
feel conflicted over the hero on her behalf the same way the 1943 audience need not feel 
conflicted over Bertha Mason, the Gothic monster. Such interpretive decisions are 
undoubtedly aimed at the literary and feminist audiences attracted to this film. The 
choice to deal with these issues this way reveals the anxieties 21st-century culture might 
have with the original form of this text in the wake of colonialism, feminism, and 
interpretations like Wide Sargasso Sea which challenge traditional readings of Bertha.
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This scene is not the only time that Rochester has been betrayed by women. When 
he tells Jane about Adele’s origins, he confesses his involvement with yet another 
unfaithful lover and that he has the misfortune of discovering this couple together as well. 
Having been devastated by two women and taken advantage of by his brother and father, 
this victimized Rochester is easy to pity. By the time he has proposed to Jane, clinging to 
her and daring the world to take her away, the audience, even those who know the plot, 
can find little fault with Rochester in daring to find love and happiness. 
The 2006 film has chosen to satisfy contemporary audiences by adapting the hero 
to fit modern feminism, but the 2011 film has done the same thing with the character of 
Jane. By beginning with Jane fleeing Thornfield and telling her life through a series of 
flashbacks, the Marsh End section gains a significance that it had been lacking in prior 
adaptations as it prioritizes her time away from Rochester over her time with him at 
Thornfield. Her personality is also altered to suit contemporary standards for a heroine. 
She is more emotional and outspoken, standing up for herself and her beliefs in a stronger 
and more vital way than her predecessors. Whether or not the broken-up structure of the 
plot is the most effective way to tell the story, and whether or not the less restrained 
feeling and passion is an accurate depiction of her character, one must concede that the 
2011 Jane Eyre is unique in that it comes the closest to emphasizing the title character 
over her love interest. 
The Marsh End section has the unfortunate role of being sandwiched between the 
problem and its resolution in terms of story-telling. Within the context of these period 
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dramas, the formula becomes even more precise. The hero and heroine fall in love and 
are on their way towards a happy conclusion when something goes wrong. Fifteen 
minutes later, the conflict has been resolved or the misunderstanding explained and the 
couple may proceed with their happily-ever-after. The Marsh End section fills this role 
well in some ways, but it is longer and more complex in other versions. Adaptations that 
are not quite as long as the 2006 or the 1983 must compress this section, because it makes 
for a better romance narrative at the expense of Jane’s character. 
The 2011 version can avoid this problem by starting with Marsh End, making the 
statement that this section is important enough to open the film. The flashbacks are 
interesting, because even as the story is being told in retrospect, Jane remains at Marsh 
End with the sense that time is passing. As the narrative begins to unfold, less and less 
screen time is devoted to Marsh End until the flashbacks blend into one continuous 
recollected storyline, but Jane is still there in the present, waiting for the story to catch 
up. The structure of this film is a perfect compromise between the need to tell a 
compelling story which reaches the desires and expectations of a modern audiences and 
the need to do justice to Jane’s character. Out of two hours and eight minutes, she only 
leaves her new friends in the last twenty. In previous adaptations, twenty minutes might 
have been the total amount of time devoted to Marsh End at all. To reiterate, the brilliant 
narrative trick is that the film can give screen time to the rest of the story while having 
Jane grow simultaneously off-screen. 
2011 Jane’s personality has been influenced by feminism and the line of strong 
female heroines from other contemporary literary film adaptations. Jane as a character is 
infamous for keeping her inner passions hidden beneath her calm reserve, but this Jane 
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seems to be more outwardly emotional and outspoken. One day, Mrs. Fairfax notices that 
something is wrong with Jane while she is staring out the window, and the older woman 
remarks that what they have tucked away at Thornfield is “a quiet life” or “a still doom 
for a young woman.” Jane opens up, betraying the feeling underneath her exterior. She 
says: “I wish a woman could have action in her life…like a man.” She goes on to say, 
with a hushed fervor, “It agitates me to pain that the skyline over there is ever our limit.” 
In the same vein, she begins to reveal her fears and anxieties when she says: “I have 
never seen a city. I’ve never spoken with men, and I fear my whole life will pass.” 
This external emotional rawness replaces the depth of feeling a reader might get 
from having access to Jane’s interiority in the prose. The film seems to sacrifice the 
reserve previous Janes have had—with passion only leaking through in occasional 
scenes—to better portray the emotional turmoil underneath. There is more going on in 
Jane’s head in this version than in prior ones. After Jane has agreed to marry Rochester, 
instead of happiness or bliss and the cheerful courtship banter of the 2006 version, Jane is 
contemplative and uncertain. In one scene, Rochester rides up to her on his horse, and she 
is visibly worried about something. When he asks, she replies that “Everything seems 
unreal” to which he responds: “I am real enough.” With the same kind of dreary far-off 
tone, she says: “You sir, are the most phantom-like of all.” This line is lifted from the 
text, and it shows an effort on the part of the film to demonstrate Jane’s interiority 
whenever it can. 
A few scenes later, she grapples with her identity by pronouncing that “I will be 
Jane Eyre no longer” while holding her wedding gown. This scene echoes Jane of the 
novel when she thinks to herself that she will be on the way to London as soon as they 
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are married. The text reads: “—or rather, not I, but one Jane Rochester, a person whom as 
yet I knew not” (524). Both Janes feel disillusioned by their impending marriage, 
considering the possibility that who they are at that moment may be erased. The readers 
are exposed to these concerns via Jane’s thoughts, so she may keep her outwardly cool 
façade, but the audience of the 2011 film needs to see through the cracks in this version 
of Jane to understand the depth to her character. 
While her emotion is already true to her character if expressed a little differently 
given the medium, it also serves to make her more attractive to a modern audience 
accustomed to loving women who stand up for themselves. As the film progresses, Jane 
develops this way of talking to Rochester and even St. John that is a kind of righteous 
outrage. She doesn’t step into the realm of melodrama with her outbursts, but she does 
have this freedom to express her indignation when things come up that she does not 
approve of. 
The best example of this is the scene in which St. John seriously proposes to her, and 
it is so obvious that they feel wildly different with regard marriage. He states that: “We 
shall marry, and undoubtedly enough of love will follow.” Then he strides past her, as 
though that is the end of the conversation, and there is nothing else that needs to be said 
on the topic. She turns to him and questions: “Enough of love?” with quiet indignation 
that demonstrates she does not believe this is sufficient. St. John does not back down, and 
he responds by raising his chin and stating: “Yes quite enough.” Jane does not let it go, 
coming back with “Of love?” as though she cannot believe that he might really feel this 
way about something that is clearly so important to her as love in marriage. 
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By this point, the audience is already used to her standing up for herself to 
Rochester. Like many other adaptations, he pushed her to a breaking point when she 
declared herself and her feelings during the proposal scene, but she also expresses herself 
to him after the ordeal with Bertha Mason when he pleads with her to live as his wife 
anyway. He asks: “Jane, do you love me?” After she gives the tiniest nod, he continues 
with: “Then the essential things are the same. Be my wife.” She looks at him the same 
way she looked at St. John and uses the same hushed indignant tone when she says: “You 
have a wife.” Rochester goes on, saying: “I pledge you my honor, my fidelity—,” but she 
cuts him off with “You cannot.” She is steadfast in her morals and standards as both men 
beg her to do something she cannot live with. This Jane who expresses herself and breaks 
out of her reserve to show the character underneath is both more satisfying to modern 
audiences and indicative of the rich character depth behind Jane Eyre that is at the heart 
of the novel, and now, for the first time, of the film. 
Conclusion 
Over twenty film adaptations of Jane Eyre have been produced since the first half 
of the twentieth century, each with its own unique perspective on one of the most beloved 
stories in the canon of British Literature. As I mentioned earlier, progress does not 
happen on a chronological timeline. Across seventy years, feminism has informed Jane 
Eyre adaptations through both hesitant steps and lurching strides. These films have 
responded to issues like post-colonialism or class distinction, such as when the 2006 film 
made a point to show Jane teaching Adele about the reach of the British Empire or to 
have servants in multiple scenes to give a better sense of the hierarchy within the house. 
They have responded to changing opinions about mental health, shifting Bertha from a 
monster into the troubled woman she appears to be in this same film. Still others have 
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responded to the need for a more feminine version of masculinity and a more masculine 
version of femininity. 
Jane Eyre has been molded and reinterpreted to expose the things that matter to a 
given society at a certain moment in history, reaching back across more than a century to 
the original text. The core of Brontë’s narrative speaks about a girl struggling to find her 
identity within the bounds of religious, class-based, and societal repression. Many, if not 
all, of these adaptations hit on some crucial part of that story, and even as the culture 
reinterprets Jane Eyre to fit current needs and desires, we find ourselves honing in on 
these same relevant issues. While remembering to pause and take stock of our progress, I 
find myself looking to the next adaptation and what it might reveal about both ourselves 
and our society. 
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